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About the causes and effects of World War I.
For the first time in a generation, here is a bold new account of the Battle of the
Marne, a cataclysmic encounter that prevented a quick German victory in World War I
and changed the course of two wars and the world. With exclusive information based
on newly unearthed documents, Holger H. Herwig re-creates the dramatic battle and
reinterprets Germany s aggressive Schlieffen Plan as a carefully crafted design
to avoid a protracted war against superior coalitions. He paints a fresh portrait of the
run-up to the Marne and puts in dazzling relief the Battle of the Marne itself: the
French resolve to win, and the crucial lack of coordination between Germany s First
and Second Armies. Herwig also provides stunning cameos of all the important
players, from Germany s Chief of General Staff Helmuth von Moltke to his rival,
France s Joseph Joffre. Revelatory and riveting, this is the source on this seminal
event.
Describes developments in French popular culture between 1914 and 1945, and
argues that the harsh times led to the emergence of images glorifying the common
Frenchman in songs, film, and popular literature
'Why,' the Kaiser enquired of Czar Nicholas in 1913, did he wish to ally himself with
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France when 'the Frenchman is no longer capable of being a soldier?' Indeed, during
World War I (1914-1918) the French Army was in a state of disarray, plagued by
indiscipline, mutinies and desertion. The ordinary French citizens that were called
upon to defend their motherland, the Poilu, were disrespected and demoralized, and
the infamous mutinies of 1917 by the Poilu were not protests against the war itself,
but against how the war was conducted. The rebellions sent a stark warning, forcing a
reform in the management of the war. Consequently, the performance of many
French regiments improved and the Poilu went on to become the only European
troops to fight the entire war within their own borders. Ian Sumner expertly charts
the history of the Poilu, from the conscription of hundreds of thousands of men,
through their training, to the horrors of the trenches and the fear of no-man's land,
providing a fascinating insight into the events that led to the 1917 revolts. New
artwork and diagrams illustrate the experiences of the soldiers as the comforts of
civilian life were stripped away from them and the trenches became their homes.
Poilu
A Combat History of the First World War
Riveting Firsthand Account of the Most Controversial Campaign of the First World
War
A Volunteer Poilu (WWI Centenary Series)
The House That War Minister Built
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The War The Infantry Knew, 1914-1919
French Illustrators and World War I
In Victorian London, filth was everywhere: horse traffic filled the streets with dung, household
rubbish went uncollected, cesspools brimmed with "night soil," graveyards teemed with rotting
corpses, the air itself was choked with smoke. In this intimately visceral book, Lee Jackson
guides us through the underbelly of the Victorian metropolis, introducing us to the men and
women who struggled to stem a rising tide of pollution and dirt, and the forces that opposed
them. Through thematic chapters, Jackson describes how Victorian reformers met with both
triumph and disaster. Full of individual stories and overlooked details--from the dustmen who
grew rich from recycling, to the peculiar history of the public toilet--this riveting book gives us a
fresh insight into the minutiae of daily life and the wider challenges posed by the unprecedented
growth of the Victorian capital.
Memoirs of British medical officer J. C. Dunn during World War I: “The first duty of a battalion
medical officer in War is to discourage the evasion of duty...not seldom against one’s better
feelings, sometimes to the temporary hurt of the individual, but justice to all other men as well as
discipline demands it.” “Sometimes, through word of mouth and shared enthusiasm, a secret book
becomes famous. The War the Infantry Knew is one of them. Published privately in a limited
edition of five hundred copies in 1938, it gained a reputation as an outstanding account of an
infantry battalion's experience on the Western Front.”—Daily Telegraph “I have been waiting for
a long time for someone to republish this classic. It is one of the most interesting and revealing
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books of its type and is a genuinely truthful and fascinating picture of the war as it was for the
infantry”—John Keegan 'A remarkably coherent narrative of the battalion's experiences in diary
form...a moving historical record which deserves to be added to the select list of outstanding
accounts of the First World War”—Times Literary Supplement “A magnificent tour de force, the
length of three ordinary books.”—London Review of Books
This innovative book reveals children's experiences and how they became victims and actors
during the twentieth century's biggest conflicts.
Choice Magazine Outstanding Academic Titles of the Year for 2017 "A uniquely colorful
chronicle of this dramatic and convulsive chapter in American--and world--history. It's an epic
tale, and here it is wondrously well told." --David M. Kennedy, Pulitzer Prize-winning historian
and author of FREEDOM FROM FEAR From August 1914 through March 1917, Americans
were increasingly horrified at the unprecedented destruction of the First World War. While
sending massive assistance to the conflict's victims, most Americans opposed direct involvement.
Their country was immersed in its own internal struggles, including attempts to curb the power of
business monopolies, reform labor practices, secure proper treatment for millions of recent
immigrants, and expand American democracy. Yet from the first, the war deeply affected
American emotions and the nation's commercial, financial, and political interests. The menace
from German U-boats and failure of U.S. attempts at mediation finally led to a declaration of
war, signed by President Wilson on April 6, 1917. America and the Great War commemorates
the centennial of that turning point in American history. Chronicling the United States in
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neutrality and in conflict, it presents events and arguments, political and military battles, bitter
tragedies and epic achievements that marked U.S. involvement in the first modern war. Drawing
on the matchless resources of the Library of Congress, the book includes many eyewitness
accounts and more than 250 color and black-and-white images, many never before published.
With an introduction by Pulitzer Prize–winning historian David M. Kennedy, America and the
Great War brings to life the tempestuous era from which the United States emerged as a major
world power.
World War I's Most Momentous Battle and the Folly of Nationalism
Letters from the Trenches
Fear
The Victorian Fight Against Filth
En Guerre
The World War I Notebooks of Corporal Louis Barthas, Barrelmaker, 1914-1918
Fragments of Autobiography

Illustrated with a number of photographs from the French
Front Lines in and around Verdun. Also Includes The
Americans in the First World War Illustration Pack - 57
photos/illustrations and 10 maps. Henry Beston Sheahan was a
noted American novelist and naturist who wrote many wellknown books, including the Cape Cod classic The Outermost
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House; he volunteered for service in the French Army during
the First World War. In volunteer Poilu he recounts his
experiences in the American Ambulance Service in the
evacuating casualties in and around Verdun during 1916. In
the midst of the bloodiest prolonged siege in the world at
that time the number of wounded French soldiers were
prodigious; the Ambulance services needed every able body
even if they did come from the neutral United States. In
spite of the huge workload that Sheahan undertook he managed
to scribble notes of scenes and anecdotes of the great
battle and the soldiers of the French Army. A rare and
movingly written memoir from the Great Battle of Verdun.
""I have ventured to call this book A Volunteer Poilu
principally because we were known to the soldiers of the
Bois-le-Pretre as ""les Poilus Americains."" Then, too, it
was my ambition to do for my comrades, the French private
soldiers, what other books have done for the soldiers of
other armies. The title chosen, however, was more than
complimentary; it was but just. In recognition of the work
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of the Section during the summer, it was, in October, 1915,
formally adopted into the French army; a French officer
became its administrative head, and the drivers were given
the same papers, pay, and discipline as their French
comrades. I wish to thank many of my old friends of Section
II, who have aided me in the writing of this book."" This
book is part of the World War One Centenary series;
creating, collating and reprinting new and old works of
poetry, fiction, autobiography and analysis. The series
forms a commemorative tribute to mark the passing of one of
the world's bloodiest wars, offering new perspectives on
this tragic yet fascinating period of human history. Each
publication also includes brand new introductory essays and
a timeline to help the reader place the work in its
historical context."
The First World War was a transformative event, affecting
international culture, economics, and geopolitics. Though
often presented as the moment heralding a new secular era of
modernity, in actuality the war experience was grounded in
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religious faith and ritual for many participants. This
Element examines how religion was employed by the state to
solicit support and civic participation, while also being
subordinated to the strategic and operational demands of the
combatant armies. Even as religion was employed to express
dissent, it was also used as a coercive tool to ensure
compliance with the wartime demands of the state on
civilians.
This book on French soldiers during WWI is “a first-class
narrative with an abundance of personal testimony from the
officers and men of the regiment” (The Great War Magazine,
Editor’s Choice). Although the French fielded the largest
number of Allied troops on the Western Front in the First
World War, the story of their soldiers is little known to
English readers. The immense size of the French armies, the
number of battles they fought, and the enormous losses they
incurred, make it difficult for us to comprehend their
experience. But we can gain a genuine insight by focusing on
one of the defining battles of that war, at Verdun in 1916,
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and by looking at it through the eyes of a small group of
soldiers who served there. That is what Johnathan Bracken
does in this meticulously researched, detailed and vivid
account. The French 151st Infantry Regiment spent fifty days
under fire at Verdun in 1916 and another thirty-five in 1917
and lost 3,200 soldiers killed or wounded. Yet their ordeal
was no different from that of hundreds of other infantry
units that fought and endured in this meat-grinder of a
battle. Their diaries and memoirs tell their story in the
most compelling way, and through their words the larger
human story of the French soldier during the war comes to
life. “The book recounts the horror of intense artillery
bombardments and men mown down in great waves. None of this
is particularly pretty and the accounts do much to scatter
notions of war as a glorious, thrilling experience. It was
vicious and brutal utterly cruel.”—War History Online
Dirty Old London
The Classic Italian Memoir of World War 1
The World War I Notebooks of Corporal Louis Barthas,
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Barrelmaker, 1914 – 1918
A Chronicle Of Service In France And Belgium
The French in Love and War
A Volunteer Poilu [Illustrated Edition]
14-18
An NYRB Classics Original Winner of the Scott Moncrieff Prize for Translation
1915: Jean Dartemont heads off to the Great War, an eager conscript. The only
thing he fears is missing the action. Soon, however, the vaunted “war to end all
wars” seems like a war that will never end: whether mired in the trenches or
going over the top, Jean finds himself caught in the midst of an unimaginable,
unceasing slaughter. After he is wounded, he returns from the front to discover a
world where no one knows or wants to know any of this. Both the public and the
authorities go on talking about heroes—and sending more men to their graves.
But Jean refuses to keep silent. He will speak the forbidden word. He will tell
them about fear. John Berger has called Fear “a book of the utmost urgency and
relevance.” A literary masterpiece, it is also an essential and unforgettable
reckoning with the terrible war that gave birth to a century of war.
The legacies service in the First World War had on women's lives and the
privileges it afforded some of them.
“An exceptionally vivid memoir of a French soldier’s experience of the First World
War.”—Max Hastings, New York Times bestselling author Along with millions of
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other Frenchmen, Louis Barthas, a thirty-five-year-old barrelmaker from a small
wine-growing town, was conscripted to fight the Germans in the opening days of
World War I. Corporal Barthas spent the next four years in near-ceaseless
combat, wherever the French army fought its fiercest battles: Artois, Flanders,
Champagne, Verdun, the Somme, the Argonne. First published in France in 1978,
this excellent new translation brings Barthas’ wartime writings to Englishlanguage readers for the first time. His notebooks and letters represent the
quintessential memoir of a “poilu,” or “hairy one,” as the untidy, unshaven
French infantryman of the fighting trenches was familiarly known. Upon Barthas’
return home in 1919, he painstakingly transcribed his day-to-day writings into
nineteen notebooks, preserving not only his own story but also the larger story of
the unnumbered soldiers who never returned. Recounting bloody battles and
endless exhaustion, the deaths of comrades, the infuriating incompetence and
tyranny of his own officers, Barthas also describes spontaneous acts of
camaraderie between French poilus and their German foes in trenches just a few
paces apart. An eloquent witness and keen observer, Barthas takes his readers
directly into the heart of the Great War. “This is clearly one of the most readable
and indispensable accounts of the death of the glory of war.”—The Daily Beast
(“Hot Reads”)
At seven o'clock in the morning on February 21, 1916, the ground in northern
France began to shake. For the next ten hours, twelve hundred German guns
showered shells on a salient in French lines. The massive weight of explosives
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collapsed dugouts, obliterated trenches, severed communication wires, and drove
men mad. As the barrage lifted, German troops moved forward, darting from shell
crater to shell crater. The battle of Verdun had begun. In Verdun, historian Paul
Jankowski provides the definitive account of the iconic battle of World War I. A
leading expert on the French past, Jankowski combines the best of traditional
military history-its emphasis on leaders, plans, technology, and the contingency
of combat-with the newer social and cultural approach, stressing the soldier's
experience, the institutional structures of the military, and the impact of war on
national memory. Unusually, this book draws on deep research in French and
German archives; this mastery of sources in both languages gives Verdun
unprecedented authority and scope. In many ways, Jankowski writes, the battle
represents a conundrum. It has an almost unique status among the battles of the
Great War; and yet, he argues, it was not decisive, sparked no political changes,
and was not even the bloodiest episode of the conflict. It is said that Verdun
made France, he writes; but the question should be, What did France make of
Verdun? Over time, it proved to be the last great victory of French arms, standing
on their own. And, for France and Germany, the battle would symbolize the terror
of industrialized warfare, "a technocratic Moloch devouring its children," where
no advance or retreat was possible, yet national resources poured in ceaselessly,
perpetuating slaughter indefinitely.
The Doughboys
Now it Can Be Told
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The Great War
Verdun
Into the Furnace: The 151st Infantry Regiment in the Battle of Verdun 1916
Writing the Great War
The Verdun Regiment

Nearly a century has passed since the assassination of Austria-Hungary's Archduke
Ferdinand, yet the repercussions of the devastating global conflict that followed echo
still. In this provocative book, historian Ian Beckett turns the spotlight on twelve
particular events of the First World War that continue to shape the world today.
Focusing on episodes both well known and scarcely remembered, Beckett tells the
story of the Great War from a new perspective, stressing accident as much as strategy,
the small as well as the great, the social as well as the military, and the long term as
much as the short term. The Making of the First World War is global in scope. The book
travels from the deliberately flooded fields of Belgium to the picture palaces of Britain's
cinema, from the idealism of Wilson's Washington to the catastrophic German Lys
offensive of 1918. While war is itself an agent of change, Beckett shows, the most
significant developments occur not only on the battlefields or in the corridors of power,
but also in hearts and minds. Nor may the decisive turning points during years of
conflict be those that were thought to be so at the time. With its wide reach and
unexpected conclusions, this book revises—and expands—our understanding of the
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legacy of the First World War.
Explores World War I through French graphics from books, magazines, and prints of
the period, presenting a wide range of perspectives.
Includes the First World War Illustrations Pack – 73 battle plans and diagrams and 198
photos “A classic. Lucy enlisted, with his brother in the RIR 1912, 2nd Bn. in France &
gives a very fine account of the 1914-1915 campaign. His brother was killed at the
Aisne & Lucy was eventually sent home for a rest: “My leave... was a nightmare. My
sleep was broken & full of voices & the noises of war. The voices were those of officers
& men who were dead... One morning was discovered standing up in bed facing a wall
ready to repel an imaginary dawn attack.” Lucy was commissioned, returned to his bn.
and fought at 3rd Ypres & Cambrai until wounded. John Lucy, an Irishman from Cork,
enlisted in an Ulster regiment, The Royal Irish Rifles, with his younger brother in
January 1912, and after six months at the Depot they joined the 2nd Bn in Dover.
Subsequently they moved to Tidworth where the battalion was on 4 August 1914, in 7th
Bde 3rd Division; ten days later they were in France. There follow brilliant accounts of
Mons, Le Cateau and the retreat to the Marne, the turn of the tide and the Battle of the
Aisne where his brother was killed. The battalion was involved in desperate fighting in
front of Neuve Chapelle in October 1914, losing 181 killed in four days and virtually
ceasing to exist, reduced to two officers and 46 men. Brought up to strength it suffered
the same fate at First Ypres. This is a superb book, one of the best written by a
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‘ranker’, all the better for being one of the very few to describe those early battles of
1914. As a critic wrote in 1938, ‘it is easily the best [war book] written by an Irishman’ arguably still true. A great bonus is the description of life in the ranks in that long long
ago just before the Great War.”-Print ed.
This graphic collection of first-hand accounts sheds new light on the experiences of the
French army during the Great War. It reveals in authentic detail the perceptions and
emotions of soldiers and civilians who were caught up in the most destructive conflict
the world had ever seen. Their testimony gives a striking insight into the mentality of the
troops and their experience of combat, their emotional ties to their relatives at home,
their opinions about their commanders and their fellow soldiers, the appalling conditions
and dangers they endured, and their attitude to their German enemy. In their own
words, in diaries, letters, reports and memoirs - most of which have never been
published in English before - they offer a fascinating inside view of the massive life-anddeath struggle that took place on the Western Front. Ian Sumner provides a concise
narrative of the war in order to give a clear context to the eyewitness material. In effect
the reader is carried through the experience of each phase of the war on the Western
Front and sees events as soldiers and civilians saw them at the time. This emphasis on
eyewitness accounts provides an approach to the subject that is completely new for an
English-language publication. The authorÍs pioneering work will appeal to readers who
may know something about the British and German armies on the Western Front, but
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little about the French army which bore the brunt of the fighting on the allied side. His
book represents a milestone in publishing on the Great War.
A Passionate Prodigality
A Volunteer Poilu
The Opening of World War I and the Battle That Changed the World
The Marne, 1914
The Advance from Mons, 1914
A Library of Congress Illustrated History
Forgotten Voices Of The Great War
This classic WWI memoir by a decorated infantryman and historian presents a vivid
account of life in the trenches on the Western Front. During World War One, Major
Guy Chapman, OBE MC, served in the Royal Fusiliers and was awarded the Military
Cross for his bravery. Joining soon after war was declared, Chapman was stationed
in France and fought in the Battle of Arras. When Chapman’s memoir, A Passionate
Prodigality, was first published in 1933 it was hailed as one of the finest English
works to have come out of the Great War. Today it reads with a graphic immediacy,
not merely in the descriptions of the shock and carnage of war, but in its evocation
of the men who fought—“certain soldiers who have now become a small quantity of
Christian dust.”
By the end of the Great War, forty-five Australian and New Zealand nurses had died
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on overseas service and over two hundred had been decorated. These were the
women who left for war looking for adventure and romance but were soon
confronted with challenges for which their civilian lives could never have prepared
them. Their strength and dignity were remarkable. Using diaries and letters, Peter
Rees takes us into the hospital camps and the wards and the tent surgeries on the
edge of some of the most horrific battlefronts of human history. But he also allows
the friendships and loves of these courageous and compassionate women to enrich
their experiences, and ours. Profoundly moving, The Other Anzacs is a story of
extraordinary courage and humanity shown by a group of women whose
contribution to the Anzac legend has barely been recognised in our history. Peter
Rees has changed that understanding forever.
Beginning in 1915, the Gallipoli campaign was intended to knock the Turkish
Empire out of the First World War and open a supply route to Russia, strengthening
the allies immeasurably in the process. But thanks to the military incompetence of
the higher commands, it ended in tragedy and unimaginable suffering, as the battle
turned into a war of nerves largely played out in the hellish setting of the tunnels
constantly being built by either side. The human cost was vast, with more than
50,000 Allied soldiers losing their lives, and it became known as the most
controversial action of the war. Joseph Murray was one of the 400,000 British and
Empire troops who took part and along with his comrades from the UK, Australia
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and New Zealand, showed extraordinary heroism and courage in the face of terrible
hardship and danger. GALLIPOLI 1915 is his account of the campaign. Based on a
diary Murray kept at the time and his later letters home, this riveting and detailed
true story of a young man at war serves as a stunning tribute to the bravery shown
by Murray and his fellow soldiers, and to the sacrifices they made in the name of
their country.
On February 21, 1916, the Germans launched a surprise offensive at Verdun, an
important fortress in northeastern France, sparking a brutal and protracted conflict
that would claim more than 700,000 victims. The carnage had little impact on the
course of the war, and Verdun ultimately came to symbolize the absurdity and
horror of trench warfare. Ian Ousby offers a radical reevaluation of this cataclysmic
battle, arguing that the French bear tremendous responsibility for the senseless
slaughter. He shows how the battle’s roots lay in the Franco-Prussian war and how
its legacy helped lay the groundwork for World War II. Merging intellectual
substance with superb battle writing, The Road to Verdun is a moving and incisive
account of one of the most important battles of the twentieth century. From the
Trade Paperback edition.
Gallipoli 1915
The French Army on the Western Front 1914-1918
The Road to Verdun
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The Historiography of World War I from 1918 to the Present
A Soldier on the Southern Front
They Shall Not Pass
The extraordinary story of our World War I nurses
A history of the First World War told through the letters exchanged
by ordinary British soldiers and their families.??Letters from the
Trenches reveals how people really thought and felt during the
conflict and covers all social classes and groups Ð from officers to
conscripts and women at home to conscientious objectors.??Voices
within the book include Sergeant John Adams, 9th Royal Irish
Fusiliers, who wrote in May 1917:'For the day we get our letter from
home is a red Letter day in the history of the soldier out here. It is
the only way we can hear what is going on. The slender thread
between us and the homeland.'??Private Stanley Goodhead, who
served with one of the Manchester Pals battalion, wrote home in
1916: 'I came out of the trenches last night after being in 4 days.
You have no idea what 4 days in the trenches means...The whole
time I was in I had only about 2 hours sleep and that was in snatches
on the firing step. What dugouts there are, are flooded with mud
and water up to the knees and the rats hold swimming galas in
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them...We are literally caked with brown mud and it is in all?our
food, tea etc.'??Jacqueline Wadsworth skilfully uses these letters to
tell the human story of the First World War Ð what mattered to
Britain's servicemen and their feelings about the war; how the
conflict changed people; and how life continued on the Home Front.
Is it true that the German army, invading Belgium and France in
August 1914, perpetrated brutal atrocities? Or are accounts of the
deaths of thousands of unarmed civilians mere fabrications
constructed by fanatically anti-German Allied propagandists? Based
on research in the archives of Belgium, Britain, France, Germany,
and Italy, this pathbreaking book uncovers the truth of the events of
autumn 1914 and explains how the politics of propaganda and
memory have shaped radically different versions of that truth. John
Horne and Alan Kramer mine military reports, official and private
records, witness evidence, and war diaries to document the crimes
that scholars have long denied: a campaign of brutality that led to
the deaths of some 6500 Belgian and French civilians.
Contemporary German accounts insisted that the civilians were
guerrillas, executed for illegal resistance. In reality this claim
originated in a vast collective delusion on the part of German
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soldiers. The authors establish how this myth originated and
operated, and how opposed Allied and German views of events were
used in the propaganda war. They trace the memory and forgetting
of the atrocities on both sides up to and beyond World War II.
Meticulously researched and convincingly argued, this book reopens
a painful chapter in European history while contributing to broader
debates about myth, propaganda, memory, war crimes, and the
nature of the First World War.
Under Fire: The Story of a Squad The most powerful, brutal, and
vivid novel to come out of WW-I To the men of the French Sixth
Battalion, war is not about bands playing and flags waving. It is
about mud, lice, and death. It is about survival under the worst
possible conditions, where a wound that put you in the hospital
made you a lucky man. Under Fire was one of the first novels to
come out of WW-I, being published even before the war was over.
It's realism and intensity set the standard for the war novels to
come, including Hemingway's A Farewell to Arms, and Remarque's
All Quiet on the Western Front. It's realism, however, is not
manufactured. It was born out of the experiences of the author who
began work on the novel literally while he was still in the trenches.
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The book has no plot in the traditional sense. It is a series of
incidents woven together to present the reality of the war. It's power
lies in the incredibly vivid pictures it presents. In 1916 it won the
prestigious Goncourt Prize, given by the Academie Goncourt to the
author of "the best and most imaginative prose work of the year"
and is, even today, considered one of the great war novels of all
time."
In 1960, the Imperial War Museum began a momentous and
important task. A team of academics, archivists and volunteers set
about tracing WWI veterans and interviewing them at length in
order to record the experiences of ordinary individuals in war. The
IWM aural archive has become the most important archive of its
kind in the world. Authors have occasionally been granted access to
the vaults, but digesting the thousands of hours of footage is a
monumental task. Now, forty years on, the Imperial War Museum
has at last given author Max Arthur and his team of researchers
unlimited access to the complete WWI tapes. These are the
forgotten voices of an entire generation of survivors of the Great
War. The resulting book is an important and compelling history of
WWI in the words of those who experienced it.
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A Novel of World War I
Life in the Tomb
French Poilu 1914–18
The First World War by Those Who Were There
The Suicide Battalion
The Longest Battle of the Great War
Understanding the Great War

The harrowing first-person account of a French foot soldier
who survived four years in the trenches of the First World
War
A staggering history of one of the First World War's most
daring military units. An essential book for readers of
Peter Hart, Tim Cook and Nick Lloyd. The men of the 46th
Canadian Infantry Battalion were some of the most effective
shock troops of the Allied forces in the Great War. They
drove back German forces wherever they met and refused ever
to surrender. Such tactics struck fear in their enemies,
yet, it came at a tremendous cost. Of the 5374 officers and
men who passed through the unit, a total of 4917, or 91 per
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cent, were either killed or wounded. J.L. McWilliams and R.
James Steel chart the history of this battalion from when it
was formed on 7th November 1914 through all of its major
battles, including the Somme, Vimy Ridge, Hill 70,
Passchendaele, Amiens, the Hundred Days Offensive and
breaking through the Hindenburg Line, to when it was finally
disbanded at the end of the war. Rather than focus simply on
the grand strategies of generals, McWilliams and Steel use
numerous personal accounts, both written at the time and
afterwards, to depict what life was life for the regular
soldier of the 46th Battalion during these treacherous years
spent in muddy trenches in France and Belgium. "a grim
reminder of the atrocious conditions in which that war was
fought, and a shocking realization of the futility of costly
and pointless attacks ordered by generals blindly dedicated
to the delusive doctrine of attrition." G. W. L. Nicholson,
The Canadian Historical Review "fascination derives from the
depiction of ordinary soldiers from this hard-luck battalion
from the Canadian prairies." A. M. J. Hyatt, Canadian
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Military History The Suicide Battalion is an engrossing
history of one remarkable battalion's journey through the
First World War. These hardened, Canadian veterans became
the shock troops Allied forces and were used time again to
pierce the German frontline.
Focusing on the decisive engagements of World War I, the
author explores the immense challenges faced by the
commanders on all sides, looking at the changing weapons and
tactics and offering his own assessment on what brought
about the war's outcome.
An Iranian family struggles for redemption amid the
twentieth-century conflicts between a medieval religion and
a modernizing population, between emerging nationalism and
foreign repression. An epic saga with iconic characters,
cultural insights, and evocative historical details, The
House That War Minister Built covers the Iranian experience
from the end of the Qajar dynasty in the 1920s, into the
post 9/11 era. The novel targets the market for high-quality
epic fiction about Iran and Shiite Moslem culture in terms
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accessible to the West. At times tragic, at times humorous,
The House That War Minister Built will appeal to readers
with a thirst for novel cultural experiences and readers who
want to learn while they enjoy..
There’s A Devil In The Drum [Illustrated Edition]
Under Fire: The Story of a Squad
The Other Anzacs
America and the First World War
German Atrocities, 1914
War and Childhood in the Era of the Two World Wars
America and the Great War
From the Treaty of Versailles to the 2018 centenary and
beyond, the history of the First World War has been
continually written and rewritten, studied and contested,
producing a rich historiography shaped by the social and
cultural circumstances of its creation. Writing the Great War
provides a groundbreaking survey of this vast body of work,
assembling contributions on a variety of national and regional
historiographies from some of the most prominent scholars in
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the field. By analyzing perceptions of the war in contexts
ranging from Nazi Germany to India’s struggle for
independence, this is an illuminating collective study of the
complex interplay of memory and history.
A rediscovered Italian masterpiece chronicling the author's
experience as an infantryman, newly translated and reissued
to commemorate the centennial of World War I. Taking its
place alongside works by Ernst JŸnger, Robert Graves, and
Erich Maria Remarque, Emilio Lussu's memoir is one of the
most affecting accounts to come out of the First World War. A
classic in Italy but virtually unknown in the English-speaking
world, it reveals, in spare and detached prose, the almost
farcical side of the war as seen by a Sardinian officer fighting
the Austrian army on the Asiago plateau in northeastern Italy,
the alpine front so poignantly evoked by Ernest Hemingway in
A Farewell to Arms. For Lussu, June 1916 to July 1917 was a
year of continuous assaults on impregnable trenches, absurd
missions concocted by commanders full of patriotic rhetoric
and vanity but lacking in tactical skill, and episodes often
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tragic and sometimes grotesque, where the incompetence of
his own side was as dangerous as the attacks waged by the
enemy. A rare firsthand account of the Italian front, Lussu's
memoir succeeds in staging a fierce indictment of the futility
of war in a dry, often ironic style that sets his tale wholly apart
from the Western Front of Remarque and adds an
astonishingly modern voice to the literature of the Great War.
DIVAlong with millions of other Frenchmen, Louis Barthas, a
thirty-five-year-old barrelmaker from a small wine-growing
town, was conscripted to fight the Germans in the opening
days of World War I. Corporal Barthas spent the next four
years in near-ceaseless combat, wherever the French army
fought its fiercest battles: Artois, Flanders, Champagne,
Verdun, the Somme, the Argonne. Barthas’ riveting wartime
narrative, first published in France in 1978, presents the vivid,
immediate experiences of a frontline soldier. This excellent
new translation brings Barthas’ wartime writings to Englishlanguage readers for the first time. His notebooks and letters
represent the quintessential memoir of a “poilu,” or “hairy
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one,” as the untidy, unshaven French infantryman of the
fighting trenches was familiarly known. Upon Barthas’ return
home in 1919, he painstakingly transcribed his day-to-day
writings into nineteen notebooks, preserving not only his own
story but also the larger story of the unnumbered soldiers who
never returned. Recounting bloody battles and endless
exhaustion, the deaths of comrades, the infuriating
incompetence and tyranny of his own officers, Barthas also
describes spontaneous acts of camaraderie between French
poilus and their German foes in trenches just a few paces
apart. An eloquent witness and keen observer, Barthas takes
his readers directly into the heart of the Great War./div
More than three million American men, many of them
volunteers, joined the A.E.F. in the first 20 months of US
involvement in the First World War. Of these, over 50,000 were
killed on European soil. These were the Doughboys, the young
men recruited from the cities and farms of the United Sates,
who travelled across the Atlantic to aid the allies in the
trenches and on the battlefields. Without their courage and
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determination, the outcome of the war would have been very
different.
Popular Culture in the Era of the World Wars
The Making of the First World War
A History of Denial
Women as Veterans in Britain and France after the First World
War
Great War, Religious Dimensions
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